We bring your
ideas to life
with tailored
furniture solutions.

ELITE STAFFING
LOCATION
Chicago, IL

PROJECT
MANAGEMENT
Savills

SPACE TYPE
Corporate Office

MANUFACTURING
PARTNERS

SIZE
15,000 Sq./Ft.

Teknion, Icon Modern,
Humanscale,
Studio TK

DESIGN FIRM

PHOTOGRAPHY

Charlie Greene Studio

Christopher Barrett

GENERAL
CONTRACTOR
BIG Construction

THE STORY
Elite Staffing is one of the fastest growing temporary
employment services and staffing agencies in the nation.
To accommodate its growing team, Elite Staffing was
seeking a new space that would help the company continue
to attract and retain clients and employees. Having prior
working relationships with both the design firm and project
management company, Office Revolution was brought in to
provide furnishings to complement the design and bring the
client’s vision to fruition.
In collaboration with Charlie Greene Studio, we delivered
a variety of tailored furniture selections to accommodate
the various needs of Elite Staffing’s team. For individual
workstations, we provided Teknion upStage desking while
the open collaboration space features an Inheritance Sofa
from Stephen Kenn and Studio TK Kalm Lounge Chairs that
are ideal for team meetings, brainstorm sessions or just a
friendly chat with a colleague. With creativity, culture and
innovation thriving on in-person interaction, the new space
flexibly caters to both large and small-group meetings and
collaborative efforts.
Tek Vue Architectural Interiors by Teknion provide privacy
in conference rooms and private offices. Not only did this
in-stock solution provide a bypass to material supplychain delays—and help us stay under budget and meet our
deadline—it also elevated the space aesthetically, bringing
in more natural light.
The past few years have brought about some changes in the
way we think about office design, focusing even more now
on the quality and flexibility of the space and incorporating
creative solutions to supply challenges. Underscoring
connection and collaboration, we furnished a setting for
Elite Staffing ideal for fostering long-lasting and memorable
experiences.

